
HOW TO REACH Coworld – Coworking Milano Due

                                 Segrate, Centro Direzionale Milano Due, Palazzo Canova, Floor 4

1)  Take the green line  metro (direction Gessate  / Cologno Nord) and get  off  at  CASCINA
GOBBA  (limit  of  the  ATM  urban  ticket).  On  the  square  of  the  CASCINA  GOBBA  station,
connection with bus 925 which terminates there.

2) Get off bus 925 at the stop next to the NH Milano 2 hotel (six stops from CASCINA GOBBA),
go back a few meters (passing under the pedestrian overpass) and turn left into  strada di
Olgia Nuova.

3) Follow strada di Olgia Nuova to the end, at the entrance to the large covered parking, and
go up the ramp on your left. At the top of the ramp, turn right and head towards the glass
buildings of the Centro Direzionale. The first building you come across is the Palazzo Bernini.
Palazzo Canova is just beyond.

ALTERNATIVELY
(see map on the next page)

1)  Take the green line  metro (direction Gessate  / Cologno Nord) and get  off  at  CASCINA
GOBBA (limit of the ATM urban ticket). At platform 1 of CASCINA GOBBA, connection with the
automatic  metro  to  the  San  Raffaele hospital  (separate  ticket,  available  at  the  nearby
automatic cash machines or at any metro station).

2) Leaving the automatic metro, follow the signs for sector R - central reception (red line on
the floor). Once you arrive in front of the entrance of the central reception, go up the stairs on
your left  to find yourself in the main square of the hospital  complex.  Leaving the hospital
buildings behind you (and having the  Hotel Rafael in front of you) cross the short passage
under the glass structure on your right.  Turn right to take the driveway that leads to the
hospital exit on via Olgettina (passing the ambulance entrance and the surgical center on the
left  and,  subsequently,  buildings  Q2  and  Q3  on  the  right).  Turn  right  again,  reach  the
roundabout and continue on strada di Spina, walking on the right sidewalk (which gradually
becomes higher than the street level).

3) After passing the post office, you come in sight of a pedestrian overpass on strada di Spina,
immediately  before  which,  always  on  your  right,  a  pedestrian  path  begins  parallel  to  via
Residenza  Ponti.  At  the  end  of  the  pedestrian  path  (near  the  Residenza  Spiga)  there  is  a
circular widening, at the end of which, turning left, is the access to the square surrounded by
the buildings  of  the  Centro Direzionale.  The first  building you come across  is  the  Palazzo
Bernini. Palazzo Canova is just beyond.
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